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Abstract. Self-assembly is a process found everywhere in the Nature.
In particular, it is known that DNA self-assembly is Turing universal.
Thus one can do arbitrary computations or build nano-structures using
DNA self-assembly. In order to understand the DNA self-assembly pro-
cess, many mathematical models have been proposed in the literature. In
particular, abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) received much atten-
tion. In this work, we investigate pixel pattern generation using aTAM.
For a given image, a tile assembly system is given which can generate
the image by self-assembly process. We also consider image blocks with
specific cyclic pixel patterns (uniform shift and non uniform shift) self as-
sembly. A software, DNA Image Pro, for generating pixel patterns using
DNA tile assembly is also given.
Keywords: DNA self-assembly, Algorithmic self-assembly, DNA computing,
DNA Image Pro, Xgrow, Pixel patterns
1 INTRODUCTION
Self-assembly of DNA has shown remarkable potential for diverse areas of appli-
cations since last two decades. It has been used to build 3D cube [10], 2D lattice
[9], [13], [6], polyhedra [5], octahedron [4], DNA nanotubes [8], 2D arrays [3],
complex nano structures [7]. In early days people used trial and error approach
to construct the nan-scale structure until E. Winfree shows that self assembly of
DNA is Turing universal by proposing a model for algorithmic self-assembly [12],
[2]. Two types of tile assembly models have been studied widely viz. abstract
Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) and the kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM)
[1]. Winfree also developed a simulator Xgrow [11] to visualize the DNA tile
assembly growth with specific tile set as an input file.
In this work, we investigate pixel pattern generation using aTAM. Each pixel
of an image can be mapped to unique tile and by obtaining a rule and set of
tiles in aTAM one can re-construct the image using DNA self-assembly. Thus,
in other words, we obtain an aTAM representation of the image and a .tile file
(an input for the Xgrow simulator of Winfree) for the corresponding image.
Such a representation could be useful for the image compression. If we want
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2to communicate an image we can send the .tile file which is often less in size
than the original image size, however, the computational time cost is more for
generating the image. It would be an interesting task to use redundancy in the
image and discover minimal sets of tiles for the image generation. Thus in our
preliminary study we focus our attention to some simple set of cyclic pixel blocks
and study their tile sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced DNA tiles systems.
Section 3 considers the different pixels patterns using DNA tile assembly. Section
4 gives an overview about DNA Image Pro software. An interesting open question
is given in Section 5 and the final section discusses about the software availability.
.
2 DESIGN OF DNA TILES
Each tile has label L and some glue on each side. Each glue has some strength.
Two adjacent tiles can join if and only if their glue matches. While assembly, a
tile can be transformed but cannot be rotated. A tile system can be represented
as SR = (T ;S; g; τ) where T is the tile system, S is the seed configuration of
this tile assembly, g is the glue strength of an edge with configuration {N E
S W} (N-North, E-East, S-South, W-West) as shown in Fig 1 and τ (always
≥ 0) is the threshold temperature. A tile file is created using different tile types
depending on g and τ . Xgrow simulator takes a tile file as input and simulates it
depending upon the tile types and their glues. In any tile file we need to specify
the following basic parameters.
1. Total number of tile types
2. Total number of glues
3. Configuration of each tile
4. Seed tile
5. Gse and Gmc parameters that measures free energy and entropy
Fig. 1. Basic DNA tile set design
33 PIXEL PATTERNS USING DNA TILE ASSEMBLY
Every image is made up of pixels. To generate image using tile assembly, one can
consider each pixel as a tile. Assigning each tile with the pixel color, image block
can be easily generated by combining each tile. If we consider image block with
dimensions N×M pixels then N×M tile types are needed to generate the image
block by tiles assembly. This way is trivial and inefficient for image with large
dimensions as it needs large number of tiles. To simplify the problem, consider
an image with some fixed pixel patterns. If there is some specific pattern, for
which tile sets can be developed such that it can generate complete image, then
this can be more feasible and efficient. With this idea, here two basic patterns
in image block is considered. If image has cyclic blocks of uniform shift or non
uniform shifts, then it can be generated by assembly of few tiles set with uniform
and non uniform shift tile sets respectively.
3.1 Uniform Shift Generator
Consider image block with uniform shift, then by developing a tile set for self
assembly of the uniform shift patterns complete image block can be generated.
For uniform shift following basic tile types are required.
1. Seed Tile
2. Base Row
3. Base Column
4. Computational Tiles
Depending on uniform shift value, each row will be shifted uniformly. Total
number of tiles required for uniform shift generation is given by theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let
∑
1 = {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2N} be the set of glues where N ∈ Zn
and let T1 be a set of tiles (different tiles types of T1 as given in Table 1 ) over∑
1 as described in Fig 2 then T1 computes the uniform shift S ∈ Zn. The total
number of tiles required for uniform shift generation is 3N-1.
Proof. Consider a tile system T1 over
∑
1 with seed tile configuration as shown
in Fig 2. Total number of base row, base column and computational tiles gives
overall tile sets required. For uniform shift generation, base row tiles are N,
base column is N-1 and computational tiles are N. Hence total tile required are
N+N-1+N. Therefore minimum number of tiles types needed are 3N-1.
Example 1. Let us consider a tile set for N = 4 and Shift value S = 1. Tile set
file generated by using DNA Image Pro as shown in Fig 3 is given below. Tile
assembly generated is shown in Fig 4
%seed tile
{5 0 0 5 }(-33554177)
4Fig. 2. Generalized tile system for uniform shift generation. a. Seed tile b. Base row
tile where 2 ≤ X ≤ N and Y= X+N-1 c. Base Column tile where 2 ≤ X ≤ N , Y=
X+N-1 and T = (T − S) mod N for T0 = 1 d. Computational tile where 1 ≤ X ≤ N ,
T = (X − 1− S) mod N , O/p = (X − S) mod N
Table 1. Number of tiles for uniform shift generation
Type of tiles Number of tiles
Seed tiles 1
Base row tile N-1
Base column tile N-1
Computational tile N
Total tiles 3N-1
%First row. (bottom boundary row)
{2 5 0 6 }(-16842752)
{3 6 0 7 }(-33554177)
{4 7 0 8 }(-16842752)
%First column. (Right most column)
{6 0 5 4 }(-16842752)
{7 0 6 3 }(-33554177)
{8 0 7 2 }(-16842752)
%Rule tiles
{1 4 2 1 }(-33554177)
{2 1 3 2 }(-16842752)
{3 2 4 3 }(-33554177)
{4 3 1 4 }(-16842752)
In the example 1, the seed tile is {5, 0, 0, 5} with configuration {N+1, 0, 0, N+
1} for N = 4. For base row {X,Y, 0, Y +1} where 2 ≤ X ≤ 4 and Y = X+N−1.
For X = 2, tile is {2, 5, 0, 6}
5Fig. 3. Tile sets of uniform tile generation with N = 4 ans S = 1. a. Seed tile b.Base
row tile c. Base Column tile d. Computational tiles
X = 3 tile is {3, 6, 0, 7}
X=4 tile is {4,7,0,8}
For Base Column is with configuration {Y+1,0,Y,T}, Y= X+N-1 where 2 ≤
X ≤ 4, T = (T − S) mod N and T = T+N if T < 1.
First we will have T=1
Now for X=2, Y=5, T=4 which will be {6,0,5,4}.
for X=3, Y=6, T=3 which will be {7,0,6,3}
for X=4, Y=7, T=2 which will be {8,0,7,2}
For Computational tiles we have configuration {Op,T,X,Op}, for 1 ≤ X ≤ 4,
T = (X − 1−S) mod N and T = T+N if T<1, Op = (X −S) mod N and Op
= Op+N if Op <1.
Let T=1.
For X =1, T = 3, Op = 4 which will be {4,3,1,4}.
for X =2, T = 4, Op = 1 which will be {1,4,2,1}.
for X =3, T = 1, Op = 2 which will be {2,1,3,2}.
for X =4, T = 2, Op = 3 which will be {3,2,4,3}.
3.2 Non-Uniform Shift Generator General tile set
Consider block of non uniform shifts in image block, generation of tile assembly
for non uniform shift image block can be generated.For each row different shifts
6Fig. 4. Uniform Shift generation with N=4 and S=1 with the given tile system in Fig
3.
values can be assigned. For Given base row of length N and Non-Uniform Shift
array S, We can represent the tile set using following type of tiles:
1. Seed Tile
2. Base Row
3. Base Column
4. Computational Tiles
Generalized tiles for each type are N = Base Row Length and S = Array of Shift
Value.
Theorem 2. let
∑
2 = {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2N} be the set of glues where N ∈ Zn and
let T2 be a set of tiles (different tiles types of T2 are given in Table 2 ) over
∑
2
as described in Fig 5 then T2 computes the non uniform shift S ∈ Zn. The total
number of tiles required for uniform shift generation is 2(N-1)+ N×S.
Proof. Consider a tile system T2 over
∑
2 with seed tile configuration as shown
in Fig 5. For non uniform shift, each N-1 base row tiles and N-1 column tiles are
shifted non uniformly with computational tiles N × S, therefore total tiles are
2(N − 1) +N × S.
Table 2. Number of tiles for non uniform shift generation
Type of Tiles Number of tiles
Seed tiles 1
Base row tile N-1
Base column tile N-1
Computational tile N × S
Total tiles 2(N-1)+ N×S
7Fig. 5. Generalized tile system for non uniform shift generation. a. Seed tile b. Base
row tile where 2 ≤ X ≤ N and Y= X+N-1 c. Base Column tile where 2 ≤ X ≤ N ,
Y= X+N-1 and T = (T − S[X − 1]) mod N for T0 = 1 d. Computational tile where
1 ≤ X ≤ N , T = (X − 1− S) mod N , O/p = (X − S[L]]) mod N
Fig. 6. Tile sets of non uniform tile generation with N=6 ans S= [2,3,1,2,3]. a. Seed
tile b. Base row tile c. Base Column tile
Example 2. Let us consider a tile set for N=6 and non uniform Shift value S=
[2,3,1,2,3]. Tile set file generated by using DNA Image Pro as shown in Fig 6.
Tile assembly generated for non uniform shift is shown in Fig 7.
3.3 Row Transformation
Row transformation on pixel configuration is considered in this section. Trans-
formation of the base row tiles will effect the shift generation of the tile assembly.
Let the image with P configuration be transformed to image with Q configuration
by some transformation T. This will result in the tile assembly transformation.
Lemma 1 gives the method to apply the row transformation of the DNA tiles
using shift operator.
8Fig. 7. Non uniform Shift generation with N=6 and S= [2,3,1,2,3] with the given tile
system in Fig 6.
Lemma 1. Row transformation of a DNA tile set of image block can be obtained
by
∑i
j=1 S[j] mod N where S is the shift operator and N is number of tiles in
the base row.
3.4 Image Tile generator
For any input image block, one can generate the tile assembly. By rendering the
image selected, the tile sets are generated. There are two methods to generate
the image.
1. Rapid image generator
2. Normal image generator
Unlike normal image generation, rapid image generator will compress the
original image in 32×32 and generate the tile file for compressed image. Normal
image generator will not compress the input image so it will use more tile types
then rapid image generator. Image will be generated at high speed by using rapid
generator but it will decrease the quality of image. Figure 8 is the original image
which is to be generated by using rapid image generation. Figure 9 shows the
image generated by tile assembly using rapid image generation.
To estimate the tile files required for particular image, Fig 10 shows the
relation between image size and size of tiles required. As the image size increases,
number of tiles required increases.
To estimate the time required to generate particular image by tile assembly,
Fig 11 shows the relation between image size and time required to generate
the image. As the image dimension increases, time required for tile assembly
increases.
9Fig. 8. Original image to be generated using tiles assembly
Fig. 9. Image generated by rapid image generator in Xgrow
4 DNA Image Pro: GUI OVERVIEW
DNA Image Pro is used to generate tile file for different types of images and it
also provides new version of Xgrow. It has menu with the following option:
– Uniform Shift Generator
– Non Uniform Shift Generator
– Transformation Generator
– Image Tile generator
– Run a Tile File
4.1 Uniform Shift Generator
This will generate the N×N tile sets on the basis of the seed tile sets specified.
User should specify the flakes tile set that is the base row for the tile assembly. It
will generate the tile assembly uniformly with given value of the shift operator.
It will have uniform pattern for the tile assembly. Figure 12 shows the image
tile generated by DNA Image Pro with number of tiles N = 6 and uniform shift
operator S = 2. Figure 13 is the result of tile set simulation in Xgrow for the
example N = 6 and uniform shift operator S = 2.
10
Fig. 10. Plot shows the relation between tile file size required to generate image.
11
Fig. 11. Plot shows the relation between time required to generate the image.
Fig. 12. Base row for uniform shift generator
4.2 Non Uniform Shift Generator
It is similar to uniform generator. This will generate the N×N tile sets on the
basis of the seed tile sets specified. User should specify the flakes tile set that is
the base row for the tile assembly. It will generate the tile assembly non uniformly
with given value of the shift operators. Unlike uniform generator, there will be
shift operator for each row. So the number of shift operator will be N-1. Figure
14 shows the image tile generated by DNA Image Pro with number of tiles N =
6 and non uniform shift operator S = [1,2,3,1,2]. Figure 15 is the result of tile
set simulation in Xgrow for the example N = 6 and uniform shift operator S =
[1,2,3,1,2].
4.3 Transformation Generator
It is similar to non-uniform generator along with the row transformation on the
base tiles. This will generate the N×N tile sets on the basis of the seed tile sets
12
Fig. 13. Xgrow simulation of tile set with N=6 and S = 2 by uniform shift generator
Fig. 14. Base row for non uniform shift generator
specified. It will generate the tile assembly by applying the row transformation
on the base tile set using the shuffle value provided.
4.4 Run a Tile File
This option is used to execute a tile file generated by DNA Image Pro in Xgrow.
User need to select a file and it will execute it in Xgrow.
5 OPEN PROBLEM
We are considering each pixel of an image as unique tile type. So if we want
to generate an image with width W and length L, we would require W×L tile
types. For any given image, optimization of the tile set assembly is still an open
challenge. One can use the redundancy in the image to search for the minimal
set of tiles needed to generate the image.
6 Software Availability
The software (source code), installers, user manual, installation guide and other
related materials can be downloaded from
http://www.guptalab.org/dnaimagepro/.
13
Fig. 15. Xgrow simulation of tile set with N = 6 and shift S= [1,2,3,1,2] by non uniform
shift generator
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